Parallel On-Target Derivatization for Mass Calibration and Rapid Profiling of N-Glycans by MALDI-TOF MS.
Glycosylation is an important post-translational modification of proteins and abnormal glycosylation is involved in a variety of diseases. Accurate and rapid profiling of N-glycans by matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization-time of flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) is still technically challenging and hampered mainly by mass drift of instrument, manual identification of spectrum peaks, and poor cocrystallization with traditional matrices besides low ionization efficiency of analytes. In the present study, a parallel on-target derivatization strategy (POTDS), on the basis of two rationally combined matrices, i.e., 3-hydrazinobenzoic acid plus DHB (DHB/3HBA) and quinoline-3-carbohydrazide plus DHB (DHB/Q3CH), was proposed for mass calibration and rapid detection of reducing N-glycans. Both DHB/3HBA and DHB/Q3CH show high derivatization efficiency and can improve the ionization efficiency of reducing N-glycans significantly. For mass calibration, in combination with dextrans, DHB/3HBA and DHB/Q3CH prove to be highly sensitive matrices facilitating both MS and MS2 calibration for N-glycans in dual polarities. For rapid identification, the regular mass difference observed for each N-glycan labeled with Q3CH and 3HBA respectively can eliminate the occurrence of false positives and promote automated identification of N-glycans in complex samples. For relative quantitation, the acid-base pair of DHB/Q3CH generates a concentrated cocrystallization of glycan-matrix mixtures at the edge of the droplet uniformly, exhibiting good linearity (R2 > 0.998) and accuracy (RSD ≤ 10%). Furthermore, the established POTDS was successfully utilized to assess N-glycans of serum from HCC patients, revealing potential for biomarker discovery in clinical practice.